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Fighting Faiths
Solomon's image as a wise king and the founder of
Jerusalem Temple has become a fixture of Jewish,
Christian, and Islamic literature. Yet, there are
essential differences between the portraits of
Solomon that are presented in the Hebrew Bible. In
this volume, Isaac Kalimi explores these differences,
which reflect divergent historical contexts, theological
and didactic concepts, stylistic and literary
techniques, and compositional methods among the
biblical historians. He highlights the uniqueness of
each portrayal of Solomon - his character, birth, early
life, ascension, and temple-building - through a close
comparison of the early and late biblical
historiographies. Whereas the authors of SamuelKings stay closely to their sources and offer an
apology for Solomon's kingship, including its more
questionable aspects, the Chronicler freely rewrites
his sources in order to present the life of Solomon as
he wished it to be. The volume will serve scholars and
students seeking to understand biblical texts within
their ancient Near Eastern contexts.

The Historical Books
965 BCE Upon the death of his father, Solomon has
been appointed king of the united monarchy of Israel
and Judah and charged with building the Temple of
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the Lord in Jerusalem.
travels to Historical
Egypt to negotiate
with Pharaoh Psusennes II for gold for the temple and
to improve relations between the two nations. There
he falls in love with the pharaoh’s beautiful daughter,
Nicaule, and the two kings agree to an arranged
marriage. Against her will, for she loves another,
Nicaule follows her new husband to Israel. Forty years
later, Solomon’s empire is on the verge of collapse.
Power has made him arrogant, permissive, and blind
to the scheming of his wife and one of his lieutenants
to topple the united monarchy. As the king’s faith
falters and his people’s morals collapse, enemies
gather at the gates of Israel. A visit from a mysterious
queen restores Solomon’s perspective in time to save
his soul—but it is too late to preserve his kingdom.
Someone who once was loyal to King Solomon has
come back to claim the crown of Israel—and tear
Solomon’s empire asunder.

Writing and Rewriting the Story of
Solomon in Ancient Israel
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined
in the Superior Court of the City of New
York [1871-1892]
The prophetic books of the Old Testament offer a
fascinating collection of oracles, poetic images, and
theological ideas. Among the most prominent themes
are those of judgment and salvation, especially
concerning the fate of Zion. This place, where the
people of God dwell, is alternately presented as either
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the object of America
divine wrath
or the image
of a salvific
ideal. Representing Zion provides a thorough and
critical study of the images of Zion in the entire
prophetic literature of the Old Testament. The book
challenges traditional interpretations of Zion and
offers a fresh exploration of the literary and
theological nature of the biblical writings. Zion has
largely been treated by scholars as an image of the
inviolable city consistently and unambiguously used
by Old Testament authors. Representing Zion reveals
the Zion motif to be contested, complex and
profoundly theological—a reflection of the ambiguous
role of YHWH as judge and saviour.

The People's Bible: Ecclesiastes, the
Song of Solomon, Isaiah XXVI
Jacob Abrams et al. v. United States is the landmark
Supreme Court case in the definition of free speech.
Although the 1918 conviction of four Russian Jewish
anarchists--for distributing leaflets protesting
America's intervention in the Russian revolution--was
upheld, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes's dissenting
opinion (with Justice Louis Brandeis) concerning clear
and present danger has proved the touchstone of
almost all subsequent First Amendment theory and
litigation.In Fighting Faiths, Richard Polenberg
explores the causes and characters of this dramatic
episode in American history. He traces the Jewish
immigrant experience, the lives of the convicted
anarchists before and after the trials, the careers of
the major players in the court cases--men such as
Holmes, defense attorney Harry Weinberger,
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Southern Judge
Henry DeLamar
Clayton,
Jr., and the
young J. Edgar Hoover--and the effects of this
important case on present-day First Amendment
rights. --Nat Hentoff, Washington Post Book World

A Judgment for Solomon
Accuracy in judging personality is important in clinical
assessment, applied settings, and everyday life.
Personality judgments are important in assessing job
candidates, choosing friends, and determining who
we can trust and rely on in our personal lives. Thus,
the accuracy of those judgments is important to both
individuals and organizations. In examining
personality judgment, Personality Judgment takes a
sweeping look at the field's history, assumptions, and
current research findings. The book explores the
construct of traits within the person-situation debate,
defends the human judge in the face of the
fundamental attribution error, and discusses research
on four categories of moderators in judgment: the
good judge, the judgeable target, the trait being
judged, and the information on which the judgment is
based. Spanning two decades of accuracy research,
this book makes clear not only how personality
judgment has come to its current standing but also
where it may move in the future. Covers 20 years
worth of historical, current and future trends in
personality judgment Includes discussions of
debatable issues related to accuracy and error. The
author is well known for his recently developed theoy
of the process by which one person may render an
accurate judgment of the personality traits of another
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The Judgment of Solomon, Applied to the
Question of Educating the Children
Employed in Factories and Mines. A
Sermon [on 1 Kings Iij. 27].
Synthesizing the theory behind and methodology for
conducting judgment tests, Using Judgments in
Second Language Acquisition Research aims to clarify
the issues surrounding this method and to provide
best practices in its use. The text is grounded on a
balanced and comprehensive background of the
usage of judgment data in the past up through its
present-day applications. SLA researchers and
graduate students will find useful a chapter serving as
a "how-to" guide for a variety of situations to conduct
research using judgments, including ways to optimize
task design and examples from successful studies.
Lucid and practical, Using Judgments in Second
Language Acquisition Research offers guidance on a
method widely used by SLA researchers, both old and
new to the field.

Judgment in the Victorian Age
View our feature on Ann Aguirre’s Hell Fire.The
second in the thrilling national bestselling series As a
handler, Corine Solomon can touch any object and
know its history. It's too bad she can't seem to forget
her own. With her ex-boyfriend Chance in tow-lending
his own supernatural brand of luck-Corine journeys
back home to Kilmer, Georgia, in order to discover the
truth behind her mother's death and the origins of
"gift". But while trying to uncover the secrets in her
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past, Corine and
Chance
find that something
in the state of Georgia. Inside Kilmer's borders there
are signs of a dark curse affecting the town and all its
residents-and it can only be satisfied with death

The York Legal Record
Social Discourse and Moral Judgement
How and why did the images of the crucified Christ
and his grieving mother achieve such prominence,
inspiring unparalleled religious creativity as well such
imitative extremes as celibacy and self-flagellation?
To answer this question, Fulton ranges over
developments in liturgical performance, private
prayer, doctrine, and art.

Personality Judgment
Looks at the life and legacy of King Solomon,
describing his temple, the nature of his wisdom, and
his biblical writings.

Hell Fire
This volume explores how and why people make
judgments and decisions that have economic
consequences, and what the implications are for
human well-being. It provides an integrated review of
the latest research from many different disciplines,
including social, cognitive, and developmental
psychology; neuroscience and neurobiology; and
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has six areas of
focus: historical foundations; cognitive consistency
and inconsistency; heuristics and biases;
neuroeconomics and neurobiology; developmental
and individual differences; and improving decisions.
Throughout, the contributors draw out implications
from traditional behavioral research as well as
evidence from neuroscience. In recent years,
neuroscientific methods have matured, beyond being
simply correlational and descriptive, into theoretical
prediction and explanation, and this has opened up
many new areas of discovery about economic
behavior that are reviewed in the book. In the final
part, there are applications of the research to
cognitive development, individual differences, and the
improving of decisions. The book takes a broad
perspective and is written in an accessible way so as
to reach a wide audience of advanced students and
researchers interested in behavioral economics and
related areas. This includes neuroscientists,
neuropsychologists, clinicians, psychologists
(developmental, social, and cognitive), economists
and other social scientists; legal scholars and
criminologists; professionals in public health and
medicine; educators; evidence-based practitioners;
and policy-makers.

Wise King Solomon & the Honey Bee
The Blackwell Handbook of Judgment and Decision
Making is a state-of-the art overview of current topics
and research in the study of how people make
evaluations, draw inferences, and make decisions
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conflict. Contains
contributions by experts from various disciplines that
reflect current trends and controversies on judgment
and decision making. Provides a glimpse at the many
approaches that have been taken in the study of
judgment and decision making and portrays the major
findings in the field. Presents examinations of the
broader roles of social, emotional, and cultural
influences on decision making. Explores applications
of judgment and decision making research to
important problems in a variety of professional
contexts, including finance, accounting, medicine,
public policy, and the law.

The Judgment of the King of Navarre
This volume concerns judges, judgment and
judgmentalism. It studies the Victorians as judges
across a range of important fields, including the legal
and aesthetic spheres, and within literature. It
examines how various specialist forms of judgment
were conceived and operated, and how the
propensity to be judgmental was viewed.

On Signs
The Act and Object of Judgment
Representing Zion
Two leading experts on "strategic conversation
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design" present
creative
methods for
enabling teams
to address issues while minimizing resource-depleting
workshops and meetings, providing diagnostic
questions, best practices, and advice.

Reports of Cases Argued and Determined
in the Superior Court of the City of New
York
Revised version of the author's thesis (Ph.
D.)--University of Aberdeen, Scotland.

Solomon
Convenient, entertaining, and provocative, talk radio
today is unapologetically ideological. Focusing on
Rush Limbaugh—the medium's most influential talk
show—Rushed to Judgment systematically examines
the politics of persuasion at play on our nation's radio
airwaves and asks a series of important questions.
Does listening to talk radio change the way people
think about politics, or are listeners' attitudes a
function of the self-selecting nature of the audience?
Does talk radio enhance understanding of public
issues or serve as a breeding ground for
misunderstanding? Can talk radio serve as an agent
of deliberative democracy, spurring Americans to
open, public debate? Or will talk radio only aggravate
the divisive partisanship many Americans decry in
poll after poll? The time is ripe to evaluate the effects
of a medium whose influence has yet to be fully
reckoned with.
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Judgment and Decision-Making Research
in Accounting and Auditing
Rushed to Judgment
Originally published in 1988, this volume includes the
full text and translation of The Judgment of the King of
Navarre by Guillaume de Machaut, alongside textual
and biographical notes includiging the life of the
author, comparative studies of Chaucer and Machaut,
and criticism and study guides.

Painting on Light
This volume is part of a series which brings together
the best articles on major fields of Old
Testament/Hebrew Bible studies from the Journal for
the Study of the Old Testament. The aim of the series
is to provide for scholars and students a convenient
and up-to-date briefing on developments in the field.
The so-called historical books embrace a vast amount
of diverse biblical material, from Joshuah to
Nehemiah, and this selection of 20 essays covers a
breadth of biblical material using a wide range of
methodological approaches. The breadth of its scope
combined with the depth of scholarship makes this
Reader a useful and comprehensive resource for both
undergraduate and graduate courses.

Moments of Impact
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
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and 1611,Historical
coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King
James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and
remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

Justice and Judgment Among the Tiv
Examines aspects of communication and culture such
as advertising, fashion, movies, psychoanalysis, store
windows, and supermarket design

Situational Judgment Tests
In the face of conflict and despair, we often console
ourselves by saying that history will be the judge.
Today’s oppressors may escape being held
responsible for their crimes, but the future will
condemn them. Those who stand up for progressive
values are on the right side of history. As ideas once
condemned to the dustbin of history—white
supremacy, hypernationalism, even fascism—return
to the world, threatening democratic institutions and
values, can we still hold out hope that history will
render its verdict? Joan Wallach Scott critically
examines the belief that history will redeem us,
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revealing theAmerica
implicit politics
of appeals
to the
judgment of history. She argues that the notion of a
linear, ever-improving direction of history hides the
persistence of power structures and hinders the
pursuit of alternative futures. This vision of necessary
progress perpetuates the assumption that the nationstate is the culmination of history and the ultimate
source for rectifying injustice. Scott considers the
Nuremberg Tribunal and South Africa’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, which claimed to carry
out history’s judgment on Nazism and apartheid, and
contrasts them with the movement for reparations for
slavery in the United States. Advocates for
reparations call into question a national history that
has long ignored enslavement and its racist legacies.
Only by this kind of critical questioning of the place of
the nation-state as the final source of history’s
judgment, this book shows, can we open up room for
radically different conceptions of justice.

King Solomon
The National Book Award-winning author of The
Noonday Demon explores the consequences of
extreme personal differences between parents and
children, describing his own experiences as a gay
child of straight parents while evaluating the
circumstances of people affected by physical,
developmental or cultural factors that divide families.
150,000 first printing.

Blackwell Handbook of Judgment and
Decision Making
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"Wise King Solomon and the Honey Bee", Bialik's
classic story inspired by the biblical fable, is played
out in simple language together with colorful
illustration which reflect the beauty and landscape of
the story and the period time. The tales of King
Solomon's wisdom which have been told throughout
the ages and passed down through generations bring
to the reader moral inspiration and intellectual
introspection. "The King shook with laughter charmed
to his toes, at the very idea that this tiny creature,
this winged atom, could one day come to the aid of so
great and powerful a monarch.

On the Judgment of History
The story of the d'Hauteville case, a controversial
child custody battle fought in 1840. It uses the story
of one couple's bitter fight over their son to explore
timebound and timeless features of American legal
culture.

A Dictionary of the Bible: Pleroma-Zuzim
The Judgment
This edited work presents a unique and authoritative
look at morality - its development within the
individual, its evolution within society, and its place
within the law. The contributors represent some of the
foremost authorities in these fields, and the book
represents a collection of essays presented at a
symposium on social constructivism and morality.
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Using Judgments in Second Language
Acquisition Research
The names Albrecht Dürer and Hans Holbein the
Younger evoke the dazzling accomplishments of
Renaissance panel painting and printmaking, but they
may not summon images of stained glass.
Nevertheless, Dürer, Holbein, and their southern
German and Swiss contemporaries designed some of
the most splendid works in the history of the medium.
This lavish volume is a comprehensive survey of the
contribution to stained glass made by these
extraordinarily gifted draftsmen and the equally
talented glass painters who rendered their
compositions in glass. Included are discussions of
both monumental church windows and smaller-scale
stained-glass panels made for cloisters, civic
buildings, residences, and private chapels. The
subjects of these rarely seen drawings and panels
range from religious topics to secular themes,
including love, planets, hunts, and battles. Focusing
on stained glass produced in Germany and
Switzerland from about 1495 to 1530, Painting on
Light includes drawings by Dürer, Holbein, Albrecht
Altdorfer, Hans Baldung Grien, Jörg Breu the Elder,
Hans Burgkmair, Urs Graf, Hans von Kulmbach, Hans
Leu the Younger, Niklaus Manuel Deutsch, Hans
Schäufelein, Hans Weiditz, and others. This
informative book is published in conjunction with an
exhibition at the Getty Museum from July 11 through
September 24, 2000, and from November 7, 2000, to
January 4, 2001, at the Saint Louis Art Museum.
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The Heart of Judgment
Though the world’s wisest king, Solomon’s heart was
led astray by temptations of wealth, sex, and power.
And we face the same dangers today, though the
temptations may be different in degree and detail.
Author Philip Ryken writes, “In witnessing Solomon’s
moral triumphs and sinful failures we learn how to live
more wisely. By the grace of God, we may avoid a
tragic downfall of our own and learn how to use
money, sex, and power for the glory of God.” Tracing
Solomon’s life from coronation to burial—and from
godly devotion to self-serving excess—Ryken shows
readers how to avoid similar downfalls and seek God’s
glory amid earthly temptations. These thirteen
chapters are pastoral, rich in application, and
biblically faithful. This overview of Solomon’s life also
includes a study guide, making it a great resource for
both personal and group use.

The History of Freemasonry
Situational Judgment Tests advances the science and
practice of SJTs by promoting a theoretical
framework, providing an understanding of best
practices, and establishing a research agenda for
years to come. Currently, there is no other source
that provides such a comprehensive treatment of
situational judgment testing. Key features of this book
include: chapters rich with theoretical insights and
future research possibilities; numerous implications
for improving the practical applications of SJTs, which
include not only SJT development and scoring, but
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affecting test
administration
and interpretation; comprehensive summaries of
published and unpublished SJT research; and chapters
that address topics that are timely and current, such
as issues involving the international application of
SJTs and technological considerations. This text is
relevant for academics, practitioners, and students of
human resource management, organizational
behavior, management, and industrial/organizational
psychology. This book is new in SIOP's Organizational
Frontiers Series, publications of the Society of
Industrial and Organizational Psychology.

Transvaal Law Reports
Since publication in 1957 the importance of
Bohannan's study of judicial institutions and
procedures among the Tiv has been widely
recognized. It has contributed widely to the
continuing discussion concerning the objectives and
methods to be followed in the anthropological study
of law and the contribution this makes to comparative
jurisprudence. the work describes and defines Tiv
ideas of 'law' as expressed in the operations of their
courts known as Jir. The analysis is based on and
illustrated by numerous cases which the author
attended and discussed with leaders in the Jir.

From Judgment to Passion
God Will Judge Each One According to
Works
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A timely and comprehensive study on behavioural
decision-making within the field of accounting.

One and Two Kings
This volume provides a readable introduction to the
narrative books of 1 and 2 Kings appropriate for the
student, pastor, and scholar. Fritz combines historical,
literary, and archaeological approaches in an
engaging synthesis. While he addresses issues of the
deuteronomic redaction, the author does not become
bogged down in technical discussions or allow this to
overshadow the holistic interpretation of the text.

Far From the Tree
A record of cases argued and determined in the
various courts of York County; together with reports
and abstracts of the most important cases
adjudicated throughout the Commonwealth (varies
slightly).

Ecclesiastes
This book presents 12 original essays on historical
and contemporary philosophical discussions of
judgment. The central issues explored in this volume
can be separated into two groups namely, those
concerning the act and object of judgment. What kind
of act is judgment? How is it related to a range of
other mental acts, states, and dispositions? Where
and how does assertive force enter in? Is there a
distinct category of negative judgments, or are these
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simply judgments
whose
objects are
negative?
Concerning the object of judgment: How many objects
are there of a given judgment? One, as on the dual
relation theory of Frege and Moore? Or many as in
Russell’s later multiple relation theory? If there is a
single object, is it a proposition? And if so, is it a forceneutral, abstract entity that might equally figure as
the object of a range of intentional attitudes? Or is it
somehow constitutively tied to the act itself? These
and related questions are approached from a variety
of historical and contemporary perspectives. This
book sheds new light on current controversies by
drawing on the details of the distinct intellectual
contexts in which previous philosophers’ positions
about the nature of judgment were formulated. In
turn, new directions in present-day research promise
to raise novel interpretive prospects and challenges in
the history of philosophy.

Neuroeconomics, Judgment, and Decision
Making
The Heart of Judgment explores the nature, historical
significance, and continuing relevance of practical
wisdom. Primarily a work in moral and political
thought, it also relies extensively on research in
cognitive neuroscience to confirm and extend our
understanding of the faculty of judgment. Ever since
the ancient Greeks first discussed practical wisdom,
the faculty of judgment has been an important topic
for philosophers and political theorists. It remains one
of the virtues most demanded of our public officials.
The greater the liberties and responsibilities accorded
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to citizens in America
democratic
regimes, the
more the health
and welfare of society rest upon their exercise of
good judgment. While giving full credit to the roles
played by reason and deliberation in good judgment,
the book underlines the central importance of
intuition, emotion, and worldly experience.
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